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How can this Bible Study help you? Living in this world can get messy. To each of us will come trials and
suffering: Brokenness. The Brokenness to Beauty Bible Study, designed to accompany the book,
Brokenness to Beauty, will guide you in transforming your brokenness into the beautiful life you long for
and that God desires for you, in the midst of life’s hardships. Jacqueline Wallace has written a beautiful
book and now has completed it with a Women’s Bible Study about her life’s journey with not one, but two
potentially fatal diagnoses. She walks us through her daily struggles and long suffering battles. Jacqueline
shows us how to be a shining light when you feel so much devastation and darkness. You will be renewed
with hope, joy and purpose as you read through her study Brokenness to Beauty Bible Study: Going
Deeper to the Source of Transforming Your Brokenness to Beauty. Enjoy the journey. —Dena Leavitt,
Women’s Ministry Leader/Small Group Coordinator, Centerpoint Church, Colton, California Brokenness to
Beauty Bible Study offers the participant a study that will encourage and teach the importance of clinging
to the transforming Word of God for our Hope, Encouragement and Healing, no matter how difficult the
storm. —Naomi Chow, Abide Prayer Group Leader, The Bridge Bible Church, Bakersfield, California
Thoughts and Written Expressions is a collection of life experiences that the author has written for the
sole purpose of inspiring all those who read this book. Even though these words are written by the author
and compiled with his very own thoughts, he is overly confident that each page that is read will capture
the reader’s heart and mind. In this book, you will read topics such as life and death, love and betrayal,
friendship and hatred, success and failure, wealth and poverty, marriage and divorce, and even God and
the devil. Thoughts and Written Expressions will enrich the spirituality that we possess regardless of
whatever the culture, color of skin, belief system, and gender. This book is a reminder that we are all
connected in this journey we take called life and that our views and opinions matter if we are to make a
difference in this world. It is also a reminder that sharing what we learn in life, how we grow, and how we
live is the core and the fabric of our being. From the time of birth to the second we depart this life, it is
what is in between that matters, and with reading Thoughts and Written Expressions, there will be many
pages in between that you will relate to your very own life. This book is not designed to offend or ridicule
anyone’s sense of purpose, thoughts, or direction they have chosen for their life; however, it is written to
be a reference of the situations that we find ourselves in where we often feel that no one knows our pain.
In reading this book, the author hopes that you find it as insightful and uplifting as he has found it
enjoyable and pleasurable to write.
Children's Bibles have been among the most popular and influential types of religious publications in the
United States, providing many Americans with their first formative experiences of the Bible and its stories.
In Children's Bibles in America, Russell W. Dalton explores the variety of ways in which children's Bibles
have adapted, illustrated, and retold Bible stories for children throughout U.S. history. This reception
history of the story of Noah as it appears in children's Bibles provides striking examples of the
multivalence and malleability of biblical texts, and offers intriguing snapshots of American culture and
American religion in their most basic forms. Dalton demonstrates the ways in which children's Bibles
reflect and reveal America's diverse and changing beliefs about God, childhood, morality, and what must
be passed on to the next generation. Dalton uses the popular story of Noah's ark as a case study,
exploring how it has been adapted and appropriated to serve in a variety of social agendas. Throughout
America's history, the image of God in children's Bible adaptations of the story of Noah has ranged from
that of a powerful, angry God who might destroy children at any time to that of a friendly God who will
always keep children safe. At the same time, Noah has been lifted up as a model of virtues ranging from
hard work and humble obedience to patience and positive thinking. Dalton explores these uses of the
story of Noah and more as he engages the fields of biblical studies, the history of religion in America,
religious education, childhood studies, and children's literature.
Ever overhear a pre-teen or early teen conversation? It can be pretty dramatic -- in fact, young people and
drama go together like... God and the Bible! If you're looking for quality material that draws middle
school/junior high age young people into the scriptures, here's an invaluable resource. My Way Or Thy
Way is a collection of twelve brief plays that bring familiar Bible stories to life in contemporary
conversation that's easy to understand. By focusing on the choices made by the main characters -- and
their consequences -- the scenes help young people make better choices in their own lives. "I want to do it
my way, not thy way" was the struggle of these biblical personages, and many of us face similar issues
today. Each skit lets participants "walk in the sandals" of ordinary people who faced extraordinary
choices. Designed for versatility, these scenes can be given full dramatic performances with props,
scenery, and costumes, or presented in readers' theater format for use as dynamic classroom discussion
starters. Each drama is accompanied by questions and a variety of related activities. My Way Or Thy Way
is an excellent supplement to a Sunday school, Bible school, or Bible study curriculum, and is especially
useful for youth groups. These beautifully written skits are a perfect way for youth (and adults) to discover
the teachings of the Bible. Pat Betteley has created a series of inventive and insightful pieces that
encourage active participation from both performer and audience. What a great tool for a Sunday service
or youth group meeting! Brint Learned Executive Director, Rabbit Run Community Arts Association
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Madison, Ohio In a world filled with choices, it's good to examine the choices of the "faith full." This book
is filled with delectable skits and lots of ideas on how to use them in a variety of ways -- from the very
theatrical to simple read-aloud discussion starters. The skits are filled with righteous puns and double
entendres, putting a light touch on serious material. They make talking about making right choices fun
and refreshing. Judy Astle Executive Director, Camp Henry Westminster Presbyterian Church Grand
Rapids, Michigan Every Christian education director, children's coordinator, and Vacation Bible School
director would benefit by having this collection. Richard Lehto Former District Superintendent, East Ohio
Conference United Methodist Church Pat Betteley is a freelance writer with a passion for literature and
drama. She has been a reading specialist and elementary classroom teacher for many years, and works
with children, music, and drama in her church. Co-founder of a Christian theater group for all ages,
Betteley has published several plays in such children's magazines as Faces, USKids, Creative Classroom,
and Plays: The Drama Magazine for Young People.
Preaching with Passion
How to Move Beyond Betrayal
Holy Bible, New King James Version
Fall Quarter 2021 (Sep-Nov)
The Bible for Making Right Choices
The 25 Biblical Laws of Success
NLT Study Bible, Tutone
Elizabeth George, author of A Young Woman After God's Own Heart (more than 230,000 copies sold), offers another life-changing teen
book—A Young Woman's Guide to Making Right Choices. Today's teens are bombarded with choices about attitudes, behaviors, friends,
clothes, finances, and college. And with the rise of alcohol, drugs, sexual issues, and crime, they must make serious decisions daily. Bible
teacher Elizabeth George takes teens through the step-by-step process of making decisions that are life-affirming, godly, and wise in areas that
include— managing emotions improving relationships developing confidence living in the center of God's will avoiding trouble and bad
situations Teens will discover checkpoints to use as guides for making decisions, and they will learn to take the long view when considering
consequences. Young women will also realize the tremendous wisdom, guidance, and answers available in God's Word. Great for individuals,
small groups, and mentoring.
Early Americans have long been considered "A People of the Book" Because the nickname was coined primarily to invoke close associations
between Americans and the Bible, it is easy to overlook the central fact that it was a book-not a geographic location, a monarch, or even a
shared language-that has served as a cornerstone in countless investigations into the formation and fragmentation of early American culture.
Few books can lay claim to such powers of civilization-altering influence. Among those which can are sacred books, and for Americans
principal among such books stands the Bible. This Handbook is designed to address a noticeable void in resources focused on analyzing the
Bible in America in various historical moments and in relationship to specific institutions and cultural expressions. It takes seriously the fact
that the Bible is both a physical object that has exercised considerable totemic power, as well as a text with a powerful intellectual design that
has inspired everything from national religious and educational practices to a wide spectrum of artistic endeavors to our nation's politics and
foreign policy. This Handbook brings together a number of established scholars, as well as younger scholars on the rise, to provide a scholarly
overview--rich with bibliographic resources--to those interested in the Bible's role in American cultural formation.
Bill and Pam Farrel, bestselling authors of Men Are Like Waffles—Women Are Like Spaghetti (more than 260,000 copies sold) and The 10 Best
Decisions a Couple Can Make, now lead single men and women through the ten most influential decisions they can make to embrace faith,
fulfillment, and purpose. With candor and humor, the Farrels present ten decisions that will help singles live a full life instead of a “life on
hold” choose celibacy for the purpose of ultimate fulfillment choose community and activity over isolation or self-focus wake up to the
significance of their life and the opportunities ahead give their dreams, relationships, careers, and decisions to God Biblical insights and life
examples offer spiritual encouragement and practical guidance for those desiring a complete life as a single and as a person who is open to
God’s plan for their future.
Beauty is more than skin deep— it starts in the heart and works outward Exploring the timeless wisdom of Proverbs 31, Bible teacher Elizabeth
George reveals how you can become a woman of true beauty—a woman who desires to honor God in all that she says and does. Beautiful in
God's Eyes helps you make each day immensely meaningful as you delight in God and discover how to... experience instant progress toward
personal goals manage daily life more effectively tap into unlimited energy apply biblical principles to enhance relationships move from the
ordinary to the extraordinary You can experience a richer, more exciting spiritual walk as you embrace God's design for true beauty in your life.
Powerful Principles to Transform Your Career and Business
365 Life-Changing Scriptures Day by Date
Think Like Jesus
Decoded Messages from God
Right Choices
Pathway to Paradise
The Treasures of the Proverbs 31 Woman
Part of Josh McDowell's Right from Wrong Campaign Assistance with teen moral dilemmas Book overviews 1,344 pp.
Part of Josh McDowell's Right from Wrong Campaign Assistance with teen moral dilemmas J1,344 pp.
Guiding a boy toward making right choices will equip him to think carefully about his decisions, assuring a more fulfilling
and successful life. In this book, Jim George focuses on all the high points of a young man’s life—the things that matter
most. Teen guys will learn... why prayer and Bible reading are so essential what makes for the best kinds of friendships
how school and social skills contribute to a strong future how to stand strong against temptation and peer pressure what
contributes to healthy and biblical perspectives on dating and purity Young men will enjoy Jim’s balance of biblical insight,
personal anecdotes, and candid forthrightness. And they’ll gain the skills they need for making right choices in response
to all the challenges that come their way.
LIFE IS NOT A REHEARSAL Some of the decisions you make and habits you adopt as a youth or young adult will affect
your life forever! In this book Dr Mutizwa O. Muzari reveals the keys to spiritual, relational and financial well-being for
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youth and young adults who want to progress in life the Biblical way. Topics include: • Re-connecting with your Creator •
Dealing with limitations of your family background • Teaming up with a super-power, the Holy Spirit • Exposing the tricks
of your enemy • What married people do not tell you • Dealing with youthful lusts • How to find a suitable wife or
husband • Career-development tips for believers Throughout the book Dr Muzari shares a lot of Scriptures and insights
that have helped him and others in their walk with God from the days of youth. He desires every young person to learn to
hear from God individually and to make the right choices in life. Most of the mistakes people make with their lives and all
the associated regrets are definitely avoidable. There is no need to learn everything the hard way because God has given
us His Holy Spirit to guide those who are positioned to receive His help. This book will help you to position yourself to
receive the help of God and walk in victory!
The Rock
Bible Scriptures Through The Holy Spirit For Evangelism.
A Basic Introduction to Biblical Interpretation
Brokenness to Beauty Bible Study
The Oxford Handbook of the Bible in America
Jesus, The Light in the Darkness
The 10 Best Decisions a Single Can Make
God is crying out loud for his people. Thousands upon thousands of his children are dying unsaved! Our
gangsters, our wayward teens, our ex-prisoners, and our young adults belong to God. They belong to us
also. All is ours! We must face the blame. We created them. We created conditions that produced them. We
shut down the mandatory military draft, the one sure way of teaching self-discipline, self-restraint,
obedience, and responsibility to young adults prior to adulthood. Our Industrial Revolution paled in the
light of the Technological Revolution, where high-paying apprenticeships and other jobs were given to
robotics; one robot replaced twenty hard-working men with large families. Most of the remaining
manufacturing jobs were shipped abroad, and the Industrial Revolution mud-bottomed out. Fast-food jobs
were unable to support their families. We took away the industrial schools for delinquents who had large
families; we gave these schools to the robotically displaced. Delinquents were pushed into jobs that
could not support families. We made shotgun weddings disappear, so did the fathers. Where did they all
go? They didn’t go. They were pushed into the streets to survive. Pimps, drug dealers, confidence
scammers, strong-arm robbers, gangsters, and identity thieves became the order of the day. Time is
running out! The same thousands upon thousands of our wayward teenagers, gangsters, ex-prisoners, and
young adults are falling through the cracks. Baby-killing spirits, seducing spirits, spirits of
witchcraft, and spirits of divination are operating without walls in the metropolitan areas of the
United States. This is of great concern to all saved people. We all recognize it, speak of it, and
desire to do something about it. The task to overcome is so great we don’t know where to begin! Some has
even given up, referring to it as the Signs of the Times. We continue to do our church thing. We
continue to do our televangelist’s thing. We continue to do our international thing. We continue to
strive for bigness. All of these is vitally important and must continue. But more is needed that speaks
directly to gangsters, wayward teens, ex-prisoners, and young adults. More effort is needed to get their
souls saved. If they come during the street ministry’s call, that’s great. We say we love you. But we
will not call you directly to be saved.
Yield Your Heart to the One Who Will Help You Flourish Do you long to nurture a meaningful prayer life?
For all the ordinary and extraordinary situations you face each day comes a collection of 100 prayers
from bestselling author Elizabeth George. Short devotions follow each prayer to help you navigate your
relationships with your family, friends, and the world around you. Discover prayers that draw you close
to your heavenly Father—prayers... to grow in wisdom and understanding for strength through temptation,
fear, and depression that express reverence and worship for patience and contentment concerning
spiritual growth and ministry Together with the accompanying mentoring moments, these prayers provide
rich soil in which your spiritual roots can grow deep.
The Bible provides ancient wisdom and values that can lead to a life of great success today. After years
of biblical study and personal experience, William Douglas and Rubens Teixeira have identified twentyfive key principles that are of central importance to the pursuit of a successful career and life. In
this practical and powerful book, readers will learn - twenty-five biblical laws of success - cures for
seven sins that block success - what Solomon teaches in Proverbs about professional accomplishments the mindset that encourages personal development - ten personal virtues coveted by the market - how to
have money and success with harmony and balance in life Anyone who wants to succeed in a career or
business will benefit from The 25 Biblical Laws of Success.
Why are we here? Who really wrote the Bible? Was Jesus actually a messenger of God? Can science and
religion be reconciled? Do we have free will? Divine Wisdom and Warning: Decoded Messages from God
introduces a new way of using the ancient system of Gematria to solve these and other timeless
questions. Nicholas Gura has developed an original technique, easily reproducible without the use of
computers, that uncovers hidden, encoded messages in the Bible. These mathematically generated messages
are both profound and metaphoric and will contribute to the meaning, quality, and purpose of our lives.
Divine Wisdom and Warning reveals new insights on the parting of the Red Sea, suffering, quantum
physics, the environment, treatment of women, and answers the eternal question: What is God’s true
religion?
My Way Or Thy Way
Christian Meditations
Embracing All God Has for You
To educate spiritually through scriptures for the nonbeliever to learn on their spiritual journey.
A Reception History of the Story of Noah’s Ark in US Children’s Bibles
A Book of Choice Bible Skits
Multiple Choices
WARRIOR By Marilyn Garrison & Myra Foster As we wrote this book, It was our goal that you see Sawyer on
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every page... hear his laughter... taste his music... feel his heartbeat... see his spirit. Most know he fought
against ‘demons,’ but not all know he won. This book is about Sawyer Grooms, fallen firefighter, son,
grandson, brother, friend, musician, encourager, amazing and awesome man. “With a heavy heart and sick
stomach I am letting you know we lost an Awesome Firefighter; on the morning of May 2, 2016, Sawyer
Grooms, age 26, passed away. Sawyer became a firefighter at the age of 19 and worked with us here at Great
Lakes Agency. We knew what a beautiful, humorous, kind and talented man he was. –Dave Pergolski, Fire &
Fuels Manager, BIA, GLA This book walks the steps of a proud, self-reliant man being transformed into a
humble servant who learned total reliance upon God. “He was doing what his heart led him to do, a simple act
where many of us fail. He loved his fire!! I recall many times telling him it was a dangerous job and he might
want to rethink his choices. But for him, being outdoors, hiking, working hard, and the camaraderie... that
was what it was all about. I know for a fact he loved the Lord, and has been fighting the ‘good fight’ for
years, and has a relationship with God. It showed in his tats, his music, his demeanor, and his heart. I WILL
see him again. I thank you all for being a part of his life. God bless!” –Ernie Grooms, Sawyer’s adoptive dad
THOSE WHO KNEW HIM BEST DESCRIBE HIM BEST “Sawyer was always brutally honest and full of love. He
brought me out of some pretty dark places just by being there.” —C. Pratt “The world lost an amazing man
today. His heart was so big, his laugh so outrageous, his talent so profound.” –M. Elizabeth “He spoke seven
words to me, ‘Don’t ever stop, don’t ever give up!’ He was never lazy and didn’t let opportunities lapse. That
wasn’t who he was. He gave me something I often lose—hope.” –D. Bonney “I’ll never be able to thank him
enough for what he did for me.” –J. Williams “You loved everyone around you and made them feel they were
worth something.” –B. Panek “Every day I got to spend with Sawyer Grooms was a lucky day.” –D. Pergolski
Looking for God in all the wrong places? Then read this book. Its an in depth journey through the Holy
Scriptures of the bible to guide you through Gods pathway of salvation which he has provided for human life
on this earth. In the world of today, there are some many avenues and paths to choose in life. God has given
man the freedom to choose his own destiny, but in that freedom he has asked that we choose wisely making
right choices. What is the right choice in life? This book is here to help answer that question. The bible says
the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom; therefore, having godly fear is the first wise path that anyone
can choose. Why is it wise to fear God? It is wise because once we begin to give God his due respect as the
creator of life, is where we begin our journey toward discovering every other right and wise pathway life has
to offer, which leads to true salvation and in the end eternal life. This book is a journey through the Holy
Scriptures of the bible in finding that right path to help clear up the fog in the minds of so many looking to
know and understand what is true and what is right. God has already laid the foundation by the scriptures
that we may have the tools and the ability to build a life of success according to the Master who created this
great world in which we live; and who knows best. If you have a true desire to understand the scriptures and
want to know what God can do in your life; if you are confused about the bible and religion but hope to find
the pathway leading to true salvation; then read this book. Is is here to give good education on biblical
truths. And as you read, keep the bible handy: because this book is designed so that as you read it, you will
need the bible for reference; in hopes that you might find the true pathway to paradise.
It is my hope and prayer that this collection of Christian meditations will help you in your daily lives. I have
found that when times, politics, and people are uncertain or unforgiving then turning to God puts things into
their true perspective – adversities and challenges become petty and minor when compared to the eternal
wonder of God and the universe that he created through his Son, Jesus Christ. For Christian friends, brothers
and sisters around the world who cannot worship God openly and freely, please remember that our prayers
are with you each and every day. Last of all, let me share this simple Latin phrase with you – Pax est donum
Dei – Peace is a gift from God.
Ask. Seek. Knock. Receive. Find. Open. "For everyone who asks, receives. Everyone who seeks, finds. And to
everyone who knocks, the door will be opened." --Matthew 7:8 Explore the Scriptures with almost 50 of
today's top evangelical scholars, including Daniel Block, Barry Beitzel, Tremper Longman, John N. Oswalt,
Grant R. Osborne, Norman Ericson, and many more. Every feature in the NLT Study Bible has been created to
do more than just impart information. Ask questions, and the NLT Study Bible gives you both the words and
the world of the Bible. Seek deeper understanding, and find the meaning and significance of Scripture, not
just facts. Knock on the door of God's Word, and see what doors are opened to you. The New Living
Translation makes the message clear. The features of the NLT Study Bible bring the world of the Bible to life
so that the meaning and significance of its message shine through. "I enthusiastically recommend the NLT
Study Bible for all of my students and to family and friends." --Dr. William H. Marty, ThD, Professor of Bible,
Moody Bible Institute Features from nearly 50 of today's most trusted Bible teachers include: 300+ theme
articles identify and explore the major topics and ideas of the Bible. 25,000+ study and textual notes provide
background and deeper explanations of words, phrases, verses, and sections. 85 introductory articles set the
stage for the Old and New Testament and each major Bible section, book, and time period, including the
intertestamental period, the time after the apostles, and a harmony of the Gospels. Each book introduction
covers background materials including authorship, setting, meaning and message of the book, an outline,
recommended resources and more. 220+ charts, illustrations, maps, and timelines organize and illuminate
important information. 200 Greek and Hebrew word studies trace the use of important words throughout the
Bible. 90+ profiles paint portraits of major figures in the Bible--good and bad. 50,000+ cross-references
connect related verses. Words of Christ in red.
Workbook for Junior High and High School Students
A Boy After God's Own Heart Action Devotional Deluxe Edition
Understanding the Bible
NIV, The Maxwell Leadership Bible, eBook
Warrior
Your Life God's Way

A book for contemporary Christian women who are confronted with far more options in life than women of past generations
could have imagined. Each chapter opens with a multiple choice question on a woman of the Bible. The choices illustrate the
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mixed emotions and motives women often have to deal with in the difficult process of decision-making.
What Will You Do with This Beautiful Day God Is Giving You? Each new day presents opportunities to grow your faith, manage
your work and your goals, and make good use of the time God gives you. But making the right choices moment by moment
isn't easy. And the first decisions of your day can affect the next 16 hours—for better or for worse. Elizabeth George, acclaimed
Bible teacher, helps you navigate the options you might encounter today so you can... get up and power up for a great day
establish your priorities make the most of your time choose good, better, and best options pour yourself into the people in your
life Prepare to create a more beautiful and productive life and make each day more meaningful. God's best awaits you when
you choose to live His way!
You Are Not Alone In the wake of betrayed intimacy, you may feel nauseated, angry, humiliated, desperate. Why am I not
enough for him? Can our marriage be saved–and do I even want to try? Will this unbearable ache ever go away? Amid the
devastation that follows a spouse’s sexual disloyalty, you need to know that you are not alone. God walks alongside you,
offering comfort and a promise to transform the pain of the present into hope for the future. In addition, there is a community
of women who know firsthand the agony caused by a husband’s sexual compromises and who offer the compassion, strength,
and biblical wisdom you need to make healthy decisions for yourself and your family. The Healing Choice reveals the hopefilled stories of two such women, authors Brenda Stoeker and Susan Allen, who draw on their own experiences and those of
many others to offer step-by-step advice for rediscovering intimacy with God and finding the support you need to move toward
genuine spiritual and emotional restoration. Their down-to-earth insights light the path toward help and healing for every
woman who longs to move beyond the pain of broken trust and experience God’s promise of hope.
Do you yearn for a closer walk with God? For a greater understanding of what it means to let Him live through you? For the
marks of His presence in your life? Author Elizabeth George gives practical help for how you can do that in this study of the
fruit of the Spirit. Discover... love, joy, and peace that changes hearts, families, and friendships patience, kindness, and
goodness that seeks the best for everyone faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control that brings spiritual victory in life's more
challenging moments A Woman's Walk with God is an invitation to experience the joys of moment-by-moment living in the
Lord's power--and producing the fruit of the Spirit in every circumstance!
Gangsters! Ex-Prisonrs! Wayward Teenagers! Young Adults!
Rock Bible
Prayers for a Woman's Heart
Sermons from the Heart of the Southern Baptist Convention
The Right Choices Bible
A Guide for Women : Making Wise Decisions in a Complicated World
NKJV, Maxwell Leadership Bible, eBook
How to make choices now that you won’t regret later. You may be wondering how you ended up where you are, whether
your life would have been better if you had made different decisions along the way. Or maybe your current situation is
great, but you’re facing some difficult choices. God wants to help you. Every day you and I are faced with innumerable
decisions, some of which have the potential to change the course of our lives forever. Certain avenues open to us are
marked with hidden pitfalls or lead in harmful directions. And in some instances the wrong choice can even bring death.
Where do you go for direction? What do you do when faced with temptation? How do you decide what choices to make?
This study answers those questions by exploring the role of Scripture and the Holy Spirit in the process, as well as
examining the decision-making of people such as David, Josiah, Eve, and Jesus. As a result, my friend, I pray you will be
equipped to make choices that bring honor to God and peace to your heart. --Kay Arthur The 40-Minute Bible Studies
tackle vital issues in short, easy-to-grasp lessons for personal or group use–with no homework required.
Más de 60 divertidas y apasionantes historias en las que los personajes reales de la Biblia tuvieron que tomar decisiones.
Estas historias alentarán a sus hijos a elegir los valores correctos que le conducirán a vivir una vida que agrada a Dios.
"John Maxwell is a nationally respected expert in leadership. This Bible provides an in-depth look at God’s laws for leaders
and leadership. Now, you can get The Maxwell Leadership Bible in the best-selling New International Version. Plus, this
2nd edition includes new updates. In this Bible, Dr. Maxwell explains what a godly leader is and how God is glorified when
you accept the role you’re called to. It includes great articles and insights that will become an invaluable part of your
leadership library. You’ll find 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership and 21 Indispensable Qualities of a Leader with lessons
about Biblical characters who exemplified each. Over 100 biographical profiles feature stories that share God’s truth
about leadership. John C. Maxwell, a New York Times bestselling author, coach, and speaker, has been called America’s
#1 leadership authority. To date, he has sold 25 million books. In 2014, Maxwell received the Mother Teresa Prize for
Global Peace and Leadership from the Luminary Leadership Network, and was named the world’s most influential
leadership expert by Inc. and Business Insider. His organizations ¬– The John Maxwell Company, The John Maxwell Team,
and EQUIP — have trained more than 5 million leaders in 188 countries. This edition includes new empowering, inspiring
tools to equip you to be an even better leader: Complete NIV Bible text and translators' notes • Book introductions •
Articles describing the 21 Laws of Leadership and the 21 Qualities of a Leader • Notes throughout the Bible that connect
with the Laws and Qualities • Indexes to the 21 Laws of Leadership and the 21 Qualities of a Leader The Maxwell
Leadership Bible offers principles of leadership that will greatly impact the way you guide others. Order your copy today.
This Bible offers supplemental information on the following topics: Leadership Laws, Servanthood, Teachability, Vision,
Control, Convictions, Correction, Credibility, Criticism, Decision Making, Delegation, Discipline, Encouragement,
Equipping, Ethics, Planning, Power, Practicality, Pride, Priorities, Purpose, Responsibility, Restoration, Spirituality,
Standards, Stewardship, Submission, Teamwork, Tolerance, Trust, Values, Wisdom"
This eight-week youth group meeting experience is combined with 35 daily workbook activities to help unlock the secret
of always making right moral choices.
A Young Man's Guide to Making Right Choices
Holy Bible, New International Version
Pray'in/Praiz'en Kids
The Bible for Making Right Choices : New Living Translation
Beautiful in God's Eyes
Living a Life of Surrender
Children’s Bibles in America
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Give a Boy the Gift of Jesus From trusted author Jim George comes this highly giftable devotional dedicated to help tween
boys, ages 8-12, grow closer to God. The 140 devotions address every part of a boy's life, such as making good choices,
creating a positive self-image, and developing a deeper prayer life. This age-appropriate collection also includes a clear
explanation of the gospel message, making it a perfect choice to give to a boy considering a commitment to Christ. All it
takes is a minute or two each day to read these short chapters, and boys will learn how much God cares about them. This
handsome devotional makes a great gift for your son, grandson, or other special boy in your life. Help him discover his
journey with Jesus is the most important adventure of his life.
Over sixty stories from the Old and New Testaments, in which the main character must make an important choice.
My Book Bible scriptures through the Holy Spirit for evangelism explains that we need to spiritually educate the nonbeliever
through scriptures on their spiritual journey.
The Leadership expert, John Maxwell, brings an in-depth look at God's laws for leaders and leadership. The content of the
current Maxwell Leadership Bible is revised and updated to incorporate Maxwell's works since the first release of the
Maxwell Leadership Bible. Features include: 2 New Laws - Law of Addition and the Law of Picture New major articles and
new notes throughout the Bible that connect with the new Laws New notes that reflect Maxwell's works since the Feb 2002
release of the Maxwell Leadership Bible, including The 360o Leader, Attitude 101, 25 Ways to Win with People, and
Leadership 101 Revised indexes to the 21 Laws of Leadership and the 21 Qualities of a Leader New interior page design
Setting You Free to Make Right Choices
A Young Woman's Guide to Making Right Choices
The Healing Choice
Going Deeper to the Source of Transforming Your Brokenness to Beauty
Divine Wisdom and Warning
Primary Quarterly | Teacher Manual Fall Quarter 2021 (Sep-Nov)
REJOICE IN YOUR YOUTH

Twenty-six entries discuss wrong choices, such as lying, pride, and looking at "bad" television, and right choices, such as
thankfulness, obedience, and talking often to God. Each entry includes questions, a little prayer, and a Bible verse to learn.
According to researcher George Barna, most born-again Christians live indistinctly from non-believers because they do not think
any differently--which is a result of not understanding the basic truths of the Christian faith. In this book, Barna identifies seven
core questions that Christians must be able to answer biblically in order to live a transformed life.
Ready-made sermons for any preaching occasion.Preaching with Passion features over 50 sermons from various preachers in
one magnificent volume. At your fingertips will be sermons that can be used by anyone—laypeople, pastors, part-time preachers—in
a wide variety of situations.A free CD-ROM of the entire text of this book is also included. Bible Navigator integrates this text with a
preview of a Bible translation and study library. With registration, the Holman Christian Standard Bible New Testament, a Bible
dictionary, and word processor is yours to keep.
Pray’in/Praiz’en Kids by Andrea Y. Shelton Do you want to teach your children and other children how to pray, but don’t know
how? Wouldn’t it be great to have a guide to teach your children or students about prayer? When children know how to pray, it
helps them to develop a relationship and intimacy with the Lord. Prayer can help children become a person of purpose, character,
strength, and confidence. Pray’in/Praiz’en Kids is a prayer curriculum that utilizes the armor of God (Ephesians 6:11-18),
confessions, scriptures, crafts, and character development stories to teach children about prayer. The multi-sensory curriculum
integrates proven methods of teaching and instruction. Shelton’s prayer curriculum has been used at youth camps and in a home
school program to teach children from different faith persuasions about prayer and character development. The curriculum
stimulates a genuine desire in children to pray, praise, and grow in their relationship with the Lord.
A Woman's Guide to Good-Better-Best Decision Making
Creating a Beautiful Life
Finding Your Way to True Salvation by the Holy Scriptures
How to Make Choices You Won't Regret
La Biblia de Valores (the Right Choices Bible)
Be Saved!
Prayer Curriculum and Character Education Stories
This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned
copy of the original book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1900 edition. Excerpt:
... THE GOVERNING BOARDS OF THE SEMINARY. The Officers of the Board of Commissioners for the ensuing year
are: Rev. Newton L. Reed, President. Rev. Tract B. Griswold, Auburn, N. Y., Stated Clerk. Rev. Frank E. Van Wie,
Clerk. Rev. "warren D. More, Assistant Clerk. The Board Of Trustees is constituted as follows: 1. Class whose
term of office will expire in 1901: Hon. Charles C. Dwight, LL.D., Auburn. Hon. Charles A. Hawley, LL.D., Seneca
Falls. The President of the Seminary. Jared T. Newman. Esq., Ithaca. Rev. M. Woolsey Stryker, D.D., LL.D.,
Clinton. 2. Class whose term of office will expire in 1902: Hon. Charles I. Avery, B.S., Auburn. Hon. James H.
Loomis, Attica. Mr. John H. Osborne, Auburn. Rev. Levi Parsons, D.D., Mount Morris. Hon. John D. Teller, Auburn.
3. Class whose term of office will expire in 1903: Mr. Clarence F. Baldwin, Auburn. Mr. Stephen M. Clement,
Buffalo. Mr. Henry A. Morgan, Aurora. Mr. John C. Knowlton, Watertown. Rev. George B. Spalding, DD., LL.D.,
Syracuse. The following are the Officers of the Board of Trustees: Rev. Levi Parsons, D.D., President. Hon.
Charles C. Dwight, LL.D., Vice-President. Hon. Charles I. Avery, B.S., Secretary. The Treasurer of the Seminary is
Mr. Levi S. Gates, Auburn, N.Y. n. The Faculty. The Board Of Instruction for the year now closing has been
constituted as follows: Rev. George Black Stewart, D.D., President of the Seminary and Professor of Practical
Theology. Rev. Samuel Miles Hopkins, D.D., Emeritus Professor of Ecclesiastical History and Church Polity. Rev.
Ezra Abel Huntington, D.D., LL.D., Emeritus Professor of Biblical Criticism. Rev. Willis J. Beecher, D.D., Professor
of the Hebrew Language and Literature. Rev. Anson Judd Upson, D.D..LL.D., L.H.D., Emeritus Professor of...
We all want our life to change for the better. These 366 inspirational daily devotionals were written for that
purpose. You will notice that the date coincides with the chosen scripture. For example, the scripture for
February 7 (2/7) is Proverbs 2:7. The Scripture for February 8 (2/8) is Genesis 2:8. They were written to be a
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guide for the rest of the day. If you prefer to read them at night, just read the devotional for the next day. These
inspirational messages have endured the test of time. They have been sent on a daily basis for some ten years
to around 30,000 people worldwide over the internet. While the author plans to continue this practice, some
people prefer to have them all together in book format since the internet is not always available or convenient.
God bless you and God bless us all on our journey day by date to arrive some day in the future at our Glory
Home.
The 13-week curriculum guide is designed to provide the teacher with Biblically sound principles that are
relevant to the youth they instruct. The Teacher Manual has enhanced teacher tips and a suggested outline to
help make lesson preparation seamless. The Manual(s) features: Biblical applications Unified themes Versatile
adaptability
Thoughts and Written Expressions
A Woman's Walk with God
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